From the Founders of
The Billion Dollar Fund for Women™

www.beyondthebillion.com
founders@beyondthebillion.com
For more information

Join our growing group of funds and investors looking
for gender diversity in their portfolio

2. PREMIER PARTNER Program (starting at $10K)
Billion Dollar Breakfast Series: Exclusive invites to present at and attend, at
least one of three events we will be hosting with LPs seeking to diversify
their allocations. The first three locations include: New York, Singapore,
Washington DC [other locations under consideration: San Francisco, London,
Tel Aviv, Dubai and Austin (SxSW), Toronto, Montreal, et al].
Billion Dollar Briefs: Appear up to 4 times* as a featured fund in "Raising
Soon/Now: Funds We Love", a segment in our new quarterly Beyond the
Billion Brief to our list of hundreds of LPs. (*as long as you’re raising)
Billion Dollar Branding: Benefit from our world-class branding & distribution,
and millions of impressions globally in channels favored by LPs. We will
feature your fund in select media engagements such as Bloomberg TV, Wall
St. Journal, Institutional Investor, financial podcasts and more.
Billion Dollar Bridge (+$5K): Receive at least three introductions to LPs
allocating to funds investing in your sector, stage, and geography at one of
our Billion Dollar Breakfast events or by email.
Billion Dollar Roadshow (+$20K+): BTB'S IRL Roadshow is an all-inclusive,
white-glove, travel arrangement where all details have been arranged and
handled on behalf of the GP traveler by one of our partners.

Our Funds Are Backed By, Among Others:
DISCLAIMER: Beyond The Billion (“BTB”), registered as TBDF Ventures LLC is a global consortium of investors pledged to invest beyond $1bn collectively
into women-founded technology companies. BTB is not a broker-dealer, placement agent or investment clearinghouse. As part of the Premier Partner
Program ("PPP"), participating funds may be highlighted to various institutional and other investors and managers, with the aim of catalyzing capital
towards women-founded companies; but are not guaranteed allocations from any specific fund/funder. BTB's role in the PPP is to support brandbuilding activities for our participating funds, to foster diversity in the venture ecosystem by providing both LPs and GPs with access to funders not
normally in their networks. Our fees are neither commission-, transaction- nor success-based.

